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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A certificate of need (CON) is a government mandated permission slip that a provider must get before opening a healthcare facility or adding new services. CON laws began as an experiment to reduce government expenditures on healthcare. The architects of CON laws thought that reducing the number of healthcare facilities would lower government spending on healthcare services. On some level, this might work; if there were no hospitals, there would be no healthcare spending. But if we assume that healthcare services provide value to patients, then reducing access to healthcare would likely be harmful, even if it does reduce spending. In fact, CON laws are more likely to increase healthcare costs because they limit supply and suppress competition. This drives up costs per service, which can increase overall spending, even if the amount of care that each person receives decreases.

As long as CON laws have existed, economists and health researchers have studied their effects. Decades of research confirm that CON laws fail to decrease spending and often increase it. They also limit access to care and likely undermine the quality of care.

To better understand the existing data, we reviewed 128 papers that tested the effects of CON laws. These papers contained more than 400 tests. Some CON advocates claim that the data is mixed. This review of the literature ends the debate—89% of the tests show that CON laws lead to negative or neutral results, and negative results are five times (500%) more common than positive results. Many of these studies show that CON laws are bad for patients, bad for payors, bad for improving access to care (including rural care), bad for vulnerable populations, bad for mortality rates for common conditions, and bad for healthcare innovation.

CON laws force patients to accept a one-size-fits-all approach to healthcare. And those providers who dare disrupt the status quo are quickly squashed. Take Dipendra Tiwari and his business partner, Kishor Sapkota. In 2018, they decided to open a modest home health agency to help the sizable Nepali-speaking community in the Louisville area. Dipendra immigrated to the United States from Nepal in 2008. Here, in the land of opportunity, he earned an MBA and opened his own accounting practice. When he learned about Kentucky’s CON laws, he was stunned. He never dreamed such a thing could exist in the United States.

Still, Dipendra and Kishor pressed forward. They named their agency Grace Home Care, because, in Dipendra’s words, “the whole world is because of grace.” He and Kishor submitted their CON application to the Cabinet for Health and Family Services. They estimated they’d serve a mere 30–45 patients in the first two years of operation. And they wouldn’t be taking patients away from any existing home health agencies; they would be serving patients who couldn’t find any care.

But the Cabinet denied Grace’s application based on its rigid formula that said Jefferson County didn’t need a new home health agency. The formula calculates “need” based on population and the number of patients that used home healthcare over the past two years. But looking backward is not a good way to estimate how many patients will need care in the future. And naturally, plugging numbers into a formula cannot account for real-world variables, like whether language-appropriate or culturally responsive care exists. The formula also ignores that people may be forgoing care because the available options don’t meet their needs.

This fixed formula isn’t the only part of the CON process that favors the status quo over innovation and competition. The CON application process allows existing providers to object when a new provider tries to open. In fact, opposition from a competitor during the CON application process decreases the chances of approval by nearly half. Baptist Health, a $2 billion healthcare conglomerate in Louisville, opposed Dipendra and Kishor’s application. Grace hardly stood a chance. Dipendra and Kishor’s community continues to suffer.

In this report, we provide a deep dive into CON laws with a focus on Kentucky. We start by outlining the policy purposes of CON laws. Understanding the original intent behind CON makes it clear that many modern justifications are nothing more than post hoc rationalizations. Next, we walk through what facilities and services require a CON in Kentucky and how the application process works in practice. Anyone considering whether Kentucky’s CON laws are still useful should get a feel for how they operate. Finally, we summarize the best available CON research. This report will arm readers with the tools necessary to improve healthcare outcomes in Kentucky.
• CON laws were designed to reduce the supply of hospitals and hospital beds. Research confirms they have accomplished this. Patients in the average CON state have access to fewer hospitals, fewer ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs), fewer dialysis facilities, fewer imaging centers, and fewer rural hospitals per capita, among other things.

• The rising tide of competition lifts all boats. States without CON laws have more hospitals, more ASCs, more rural hospitals, and more rural ASCs per capita—dispelling the myth that hospitals close without cross-subsidization.

• In fact, research finds that CON laws have no effect on cross-subsidization and do not increase charity care.

• CON laws have been studied extensively and 89% of academic tests find a bad or neutral outcome. For every test associating CON laws with a “good” result, there are five that associate them with a “bad” result.

• Critics worry that repealing CON laws will force rural and safety-net hospitals to close. But that hasn’t happened in the dozen states that have successfully repealed CON laws:
  • One study found that four years after Pennsylvania repealed its CON laws, no hospital closures had been reported and incumbent hospitals were more profitable than new facilities.
  • Another study found that safety-net hospitals have higher profit margins in states without CON laws.
  • CON laws are not what keep rural hospitals from closing. Several states with zero CON laws, like CO, ID, UT, and WY, have had zero rural hospital closures since at least 2005.
  • And many states with CON laws exempt rural hospitals or rural facilities from their CON requirements: AL, IN, KY, MT, OH, OR, SC, TN, WA.

• Kentucky’s CON application process advantages existing providers. When incumbent providers opposed the applications of would-be competitors, approval rates fell by nearly half and the time until a final decision was extended by an average of five months. Many innovators give up without applying.

• Research shows that states with CON laws were 27% more likely to run out of hospital beds during COVID-19 surges, regardless of whether the states temporarily eased their CON laws during the pandemic or not.

• Determining whether a service is “needed” (and thus whether a CON can be granted) in Kentucky depends on outdated, inelastic formulas. These formulas rely on metrics like population and past usage, but ignore real, on-the-ground evidence of need.

• Doctors and patients, not government officials, should decide when care is needed. Twice in 2023, Governor Andy Beshear was forced to override CON regulations to address dangerously low access to healthcare—once for mental health services and again for ambulance services. It didn’t have to be like this. Providers filed CON applications to expand these services over the past few years, but the Cabinet denied them, leading to the present crisis.

• The Federal Trade Commission and Antitrust Divisions of the Department of Justice have advocated for CON law repeal since the Reagan administration. Their position has remained consistent across both Republican and Democratic administrations. Other agencies, like the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Department of Labor, and Department of the Treasury also agree.

In 2018, Dipendra Tiwari and his business partner Kishor Sapkota wanted to open a modest home health agency to serve Nepali speakers in Louisville, but Kentucky officials denied their CON application.
A certificate of need (CON) is a government-mandated permission slip that is required before a provider can open a healthcare facility, acquire new equipment, or offer a new service. Without a CON, which can be difficult or sometimes impossible to get, new providers are locked out of the market. As a result, patients suffer. Kentucky adopted its first healthcare CON law in 1972. While 34 other states plus Washington D.C. also have CON laws today, these laws vary greatly among locales. States like Indiana, Montana, and Ohio apply CON laws only to nursing homes. Others, like Alabama, Kentucky, and New York, maintain more than 30 different CON requirements for facilities, services, and equipment. Nearly 40% of Americans live in a state with only one or zero CON laws and about a third of the country lives in a state entirely free from healthcare CON laws.

This report does several things. We begin with a brief primer on the history of CON laws. Then, we offer a description of Kentucky’s CON laws, followed by a summary of recent CON reforms. Next, we walk through the CON application process (spoiler: it’s lengthy and expensive!). After that, we describe recent instances when CON laws were loosened or amended because they were harming public health. To wrap up this part

In 2019, Dipendra and Kishor sued the Cabinet for Health and Family Services, arguing that the ban on their ability to open a home health agency prohibited them from exercising their constitutional right to earn a living.
of the report, we explain the trends in Kentucky’s CON applications since 2019. For instance, an objection from an existing provider decreases the chance the Cabinet for Health and Family Services will approve a CON application by nearly half and almost doubles the time until a final decision.

Next, we dig into the academic research. Historically, some people have hesitated to reach a firm conclusion about whether CON laws produce positive or negative outcomes. True, some studies show that CON laws are harmful (they lead to diminished access, higher mortality rates, and higher costs). Others find that CON laws might provide limited benefits (they are associated with greater volume for incumbent providers, which can lead to better outcomes for certain procedures). To resolve this debate, we reviewed all the academic literature we could find—128 academic studies. The results are alarming: CON laws harm patients, harm hospitals, harm communities, and harm payors. Indeed, 89% of the tests show that CON laws lead to bad or neutral outcomes.

Given our findings, the choice seems obvious. Repealing CON laws will create more opportunities for Kentuckians and will allow existing healthcare providers to better respond to their patients’ needs. We are hopeful that this report will spur practical healthcare solutions.
What Are CON Laws and Why Do CON Laws Exist?

A certificate of need (CON) is a government-mandated permission slip that is required before a firm can enter certain industries. In Kentucky, healthcare providers must get a CON before opening or expanding a healthcare facility, buying equipment, or offering new medical services. The Commonwealth’s CON laws apply to more than 30 different services and technologies.1

The original theory behind CON laws is attributed to Milton Roemer, a health researcher at UCLA in the 1950s. He suggested that any hospital bed that is built will be filled.2 With this principle in mind, lawmakers thought that reducing the supply of healthcare facilities would reduce healthcare spending. For example, in 1964, when New York adopted the nation’s first healthcare CON law,3 the New York Department of Health shared its belief that “[o] f the many factors contributing to the unnecessarily high costs of medical care, the construction of unnecessary and inadequate hospital beds is the most readily controlled.”4

Even then, CON laws were not without controversy. One person testified that existing healthcare planning councils were “controlled by the larger hospitals” and had already “attempted to prevent a smaller hospital from building.”5 CON laws would just exacerbate existing problems.

Other states followed New York, and CON laws rose to prominence in the 1970s. Likewise, Kentucky adopted its CON law in 1972.6 Then, in 1974, in an attempt to rein in federal healthcare spending, Congress enacted the National Health Planning and Resources Development Act (NHPREDA).7 Through NHPREDA, Congress threatened to withhold certain federal reimbursements from states that did not adopt CON laws. Every state except Louisiana complied. Apart from controlling costs, Congress hoped exercising this degree of central planning would ensure a more equitable distribution of healthcare services and improve the quality of available services.

It is crucial to understand that at the time, the federal government reimbursed hospitals for their actual expenses.8 This is known as “cost-plus reimbursement.” This system incentivized “unchecked hospital spending,”9 because providers knew they would be reimbursed for the full costs of any services rendered. Thus, the government’s concern for limiting the supply of hospitals was different than its concerns today. Now, providers are reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis. Government payors reimburse providers based on a set fee schedule, regardless of a provider’s actual expenses. The true motivation for CON laws is gone, as is any justification for purposely limiting access to healthcare.10

Even under cost-plus reimbursement, the experiment with CON laws failed. To its credit, Congress quickly recognized its mistake and repealed NHPREDA in 1986.11 A dozen states immediately eliminated their CON programs.

Modern CON laws vary greatly from state to state. Some states, like Indiana, Montana, Ohio, and (soon) South Carolina, apply CON laws only to nursing homes. Approximately 40% of Americans live in a state with only one or zero CON laws. Yet 31 states and Washington, D.C., apply CON laws to multiple facilities and services. States like Alabama, Hawaii, Kentucky, and New York are some of the worst offenders. Their statutes contain more than 30 unique CON requirements for healthcare facilities, equipment, and services.

Encouragingly, around 30% of Americans live in a state with no CON laws at all. States without CON laws are spread across the country and represent diverse populations. For example, California, Idaho, Pennsylvania, and Texas are all states that have repealed their CON laws.

The true motivation for CON laws is gone, as is any justification for purposely limiting access to healthcare.
CON Laws in Kentucky

Since 1972, when the General Assembly adopted Kentucky’s first healthcare CON laws,12 researchers have found evidence that CON laws fail to deter hospital investment.13 Yet, Kentucky has continued to expand its CON laws since the 1970s. Today, they apply to much more than just hospitals and their purposes have evolved. The following is the statement of legislative findings and purpose for Kentucky’s CON program. This statement has remained fairly consistent since 1996:

The General Assembly finds that the licensure of health facilities and health services is a means to insure that the citizens of this Commonwealth will have safe, adequate, and efficient medical care; that the proliferation of unnecessary health-care facilities, health services, and major medical equipment results in costly duplication and underuse of such facilities, services, and equipment; and that such proliferation increases the cost of quality health care within the Commonwealth. Therefore, it is the purpose of this chapter to fully authorize and empower the Cabinet for Health and Family Services to perform any certificate-of-need function and other statutory functions necessary to improve the quality and increase access to health-care facilities, services, and providers, and to create a cost-efficient health-care delivery system for the citizens of the Commonwealth.14

While these goals sound laudable, there’s little evidence that CON laws have achieved them.15 As early as 1986, Congress recognized that CON laws failed to control costs.16 The vast majority of academic literature establish that CON laws do the opposite of their stated purpose. Despite the evidence, the General Assembly and the Cabinet for Health and Family Services (Cabinet) have been reluctant to reform the Commonwealth’s CON laws or regulations.

In 2013, in anticipation of changes to the healthcare landscape resulting from the Affordable Care Act (ACA), the Commonwealth commissioned the Health Care Facility Capacity Report (Capacity Report) to determine whether Kentucky had an appropriate level of healthcare facilities and services.17 The Capacity Report estimated that utilization of outpatient services could increase by 6% and inpatient services could increase by 3% in response to the ACA.18 Access to mental health facilities was a particular concern given that Kentucky’s “utilization of inpatient psychiatric care [was] about 50% higher than the national benchmark.”19

The Capacity Report included several recommendations like eliminating the CON requirements for ambulatory surgical centers (ASCs), home health agencies, and imaging services like MRI and PET.20 The Capacity Report noted that CON laws were leading to harm, such as causing existing ASCs to operate above capacity21 and discouraging home health agencies from opening in counties where service was needed.22 And, the Report found the CON program “may even be impeding competition.”23 Plus, CON laws were unnecessary for MRI and PET equipment because the market for “mature” “imaging technologies” “self-regulates.”24 Eliminating CON laws for imaging would mirror earlier decisions to discontinue CON for x-rays and CTs.25

Unfortunately, the General Assembly never implemented these recommendations. A decade later, Kentucky’s CON requirements for ASCs, home health agencies, and MRI and PET equipment remain; as do CON requirements for many other facilities, services, and types of equipment.

Three years after the Capacity Report came out—following its own internal study process—the Cabinet used its regulatory authority to make two minor changes. It reclassified adult day health programs and outpatient healthcare as eligible for the nonsubstantive application review process.26 As explained below, nonsubstantive review is an accelerated CON application process. The Cabinet had originally proposed the same changes for ambulance services, chemical dependency treatment beds, and MRI, but succumbed to industry pressure and scrapped those plans.

In 2019, the General Assembly made some modest reforms to the CON program, including removing skilled nursing facilities, primary care centers, retail clinics, rehabilitation facilities, rural health clinics, and certain mobile services.27
2019 amendments also increased the expenditure minimums that trigger CON requirements in some cases. The most recent expenditure minimum available on the Cabinet Division of Certificate of Need’s website at the time of publication was $3,740,706.00, effective December 1, 2022.28

As of July 2023, Kentucky requires a CON for the following services and technologies:

1. Acute care hospital beds
2. Adult day health
3. Ambulance providers
4. Birth centers
5. Cardiac catheterization, freestanding or mobile
6. Chemical dependency treatment programs or beds
7. Comprehensive physical rehabilitation beds
8. Freestanding ASCs
9. Freestanding emergency departments
10. Home health agencies
11. Hospice services, residential or facilities, if provided by a non-hospice entity
12. Hospitals
13. Hospital beds
14. Intermediate care facilities (ICFs)
15. ICFs for individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities
16. Long term care beds
17. Megavoltage radiation equipment, freestanding or mobile
18. MRI equipment, freestanding or mobile
19. New technological developments
20. Nursing homes
21. Nursing home beds
22. Open heart surgery
23. Organ transplantation
24. Personal care homes
25. PET equipment, freestanding or mobile
26. Prescribed pediatric extended care facilities
27. Private duty nursing facilities
28. Program of all-inclusive care for the elderly if it includes a CON service
29. Psychiatric hospital beds
30. Psychiatric residential treatment facilities levels I and II
31. Relocating a facility or replacing existing equipment
32. Special care neonatal beds

Note that the list includes services that are unlikely to be over-prescribed, such as birth centers and neonatal units. It also includes services like home healthcare and hospice care that are often thought of as low-cost alternatives to other modes of care. Finally, the list includes services in high demand that cater to vulnerable or underserved populations like psychiatric care and chemical dependency treatment.

In 2019, while the General Assembly was modifying the law, Dipendra and Kishor sued the Cabinet, arguing that the ban on their ability to open a home health agency prohibited them from exercising their constitutional right to earn a living.29 At the outset of the case, the district court rejected the defendants’ motions to dismiss. In describing the potential problems with CON laws, the court asked what “if Michigan had told Henry Ford he couldn’t build a Model T because the market had enough Buicks?”30 Or what if the government decided there was “no need for iPhones (2007) because of Blackberries (1999)?”31 Ultimately, the court allowed the case to proceed because “[a]s important as innovation-through-competition has been to those industries, it’s arguably even more important in healthcare, where the stakes are life and death.”32

After two more years of litigation, Dipendra and Kishor lost their case under the government-friendly rational basis test. On appeal, Chief Judge Jeffrey Sutton of the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals confirmed that the rational basis test requires judges to uphold “silly,” “unjust,” “unfair,” “unwise,” “stupid,” “ineffective,” and “incorrigibly foolish” laws.33 Judge Sutton also noted:

- “Since 1987, the federal government—across different agencies and ideologically diverse administrations—continues to advocate against [CON] laws, noting their tendency to increase costs while decreasing access and quality of care . . . [P]ublic defenders of such laws are a shrinking minority.”34
- “[T]he judgment that [CON laws were] a failed experiment has the ring of truth to it. Were we Kentucky legislators ourselves, we would be inclined to think that certificate-of-need laws should be the exception, not the rule, and perhaps have outlawed their own needs.”35

In 2023, the General Assembly adopted HB 334, which makes it easier for existing intermediate care facilities for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ICF/ID) to get CONs to add beds. This legislation was an attempt to address the existing seven-to-ten-year waitlist for a bed in an ICF/ID.

29 Co-author Jaimie Cavanaugh represented Dipendra and Kishor in this case, as did her employer the Institute for Justice. The Kentucky Hospital Association intervened as a defendant in the action to defend the CON laws. More information is available here: https://ij.org/case/kentucky-con/
31 Id. at *1.
32 Id. at *2.
33 Tiwari v. Friedlander, 26 F.4th 355, 361, 365 (6th Cir. 2022) (“Tiwari II”); id. at 363 (“Kentucky’s certificate-of-need law passes [the rational-basis test], perhaps with a low grade but with a pass all the same.”) (overruling Tiwari I).
34 Tiwari II, 26 F.4th at 365.
35 Id.
The State of Certificate of Need Laws Around the Country

In 2018, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Department of the Treasury, and Department of Labor published a report providing:

Studies have found no empirical evidence that CON laws have restricted 'over-investment.' However, CON laws can restrict investments that would benefit consumers and lower costs in the long term and are likely to increase, rather than constrain, healthcare costs.36

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) have held the same position for decades.37 In testimony submitted in support of a 2016 South Carolina bill to repeal CON laws, the two agencies described “decades” of FTC studies beginning in the late 1980s showing that CON laws lead to higher healthcare costs.38 Federal agencies have publicly supported CON repeal across both Republican and Democratic administrations.39

At the state level, most of Kentucky’s neighboring states have recently enacted reforms:

• In 1999, Indiana repealed its CON program. In 2018, it reenacted CON for nursing homes only.
• In 2012, Ohio repealed most of its CON laws. Since then, Ohio has regulated only long-term care homes.40
• In 2021, Tennessee overhauled its CON laws by:
  ◦ exempting mental health hospitals and psychiatric services from CON;
  ◦ allowing critical access hospitals to reopen without CON;
  ◦ easing requirements to re-open a closed hospital;
  ◦ relaxing the requirements for adding nursing home beds or opening home health agencies;
  ◦ imposing a one-year expiration on all CONs;
  ◦ and updating the CON application process.
• In 2023, West Virginia amended its CON laws to eliminate CON for birth centers and allow existing hospitals to add services without a CON.

Many states recognize that applying CON laws to rural hospitals hurts communities. That is why states including Alabama, Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington exempt rural hospitals from their CON laws. Kentucky exempts rural clinics from its CON laws.

Other recent CON reforms of note include:
• In 2019, Florida repealed most of its CON requirements. CON remains in place for nursing homes, hospice, and intermediate care facilities for the developmentally disabled.
• In 2021, Montana repealed its entire CON program except for nursing homes.
• In 2022, North Carolina State Treasurer, Dale Folwell, an elected official, filed an amicus brief with the North Carolina Supreme Court arguing that:
HOW DO I GET A CERTIFICATE OF NEED?

Applying for a Certificate of Need

Formal Review

Navigating the CON application process can feel like a never-ending maze. Not only is the process lengthy and expensive, an applicant often must overcome a competitor’s objections to stand a chance at receiving a CON. To offer any services covered by Kentucky’s CON laws (see list on page 10), you need to start by putting together an application. In theory, you fill out a form, submit it to the Cabinet for Health and Family Services (Cabinet), and wait for a decision.

Sounds straightforward, right? But nothing about CON is that simple. The formal CON application process involves nine steps and often requires a hearing akin to a full-blown trial. To stand any chance at getting a CON, you will have to hire attorneys and consultants and can be forced to wait months or years before you get a final decision. In the meantime, you’ll be in limbo, not knowing whether you can open your business. There is also a faster process, called “nonsubstantive review.” Let’s walk through the application process.

First, you need to determine if you’re requesting substantive (formal) review or nonsubstantive review. The Office of the Inspector General provided this dizzying flow chart in an attempt to clarify the process:

Let’s say you want to open a home health agency. That requires formal review, so your application must satisfy these five review criterion: (1) consistency with the State Health Plan (SHP); (2) need and accessibility; (3) interrelationships and linkages; (4) costs, economic feasibility, and resource availability; and (5) quality of care. The first criteria (consistency with the SHP) is often the most strictly construed, but even if your application is inconsistent with the SHP, the reviewer still makes findings about the rest of the criteria.

Second, you check the SHP, a document that the Cabinet publishes every three years. The Cabinet is supposed to update it annually and it must be approved by the Governor. The SHP is available to download on the Cabinet’s website. A CON application often lives or dies with the SHP because it contains formulas or other assessments that determine whether a facility or service is “needed.” These formulas vary depending on the proposed facility or service. If the formulas in the SHP don’t show a “need” for your service in your geographic area, the Cabinet cannot approve your CON application.

For example, a home health agency can open in a county only if the formula shows that at least 250 new patients need home health services. The Cabinet calculates need like this:

---

45 See K.R.S. § 216B.040(2)(a2).
46 K.R.S. § 216B.015(28).
47 Id.
48 Although it is futile to submit a CON application when the SHP does not show a “need” for a particular facility or service, applicants sometimes try anyway. See CON Laws During Recent Public Health Emergencies at page 15 below; Executive Summary at page 4 above (explaining Dipendra and Kishor’s attempt to get a CON to serve patients lacking home health services in the Louisville area).
49 See SHP, supra note 44, at 34 (explaining how projected need and average number of unduplicated patients are calculated). There are different formulas for different facilities and services.
First, determine the number of people in given age groups (e.g., ages 65–74 or 75–84) who used home healthcare (averaged over the last two years). These are base rates that the Cabinet considers the “right” amount of use.

Next, for each county, multiply the statewide age-group rates by the projected population for the SHP year and add results together. This produces an estimate of how many people per county “should” be using home health services. This is projected need.

Finally, subtract the amount of use from the projected need to determine each county’s “need” for home health services.50

Applying this formula is mandatory for new entrants. Even if you collected sworn statements from 250 individuals unable to find adequate service, it would be immaterial. The Cabinet would still find that your application was inconsistent with the SHP.

But, of course, every rule has an exception. Unsurprisingly, the exception advantages incumbents. Incumbent home health agencies can expand when need reaches 125 new patients.51 Thus, existing facilities are operating under capacity. Knowing this, incumbent providers may have an incentive to keep beds unfilled or appointments open despite CON’s goal of preventing the underutilization of care.

Moreover, existing providers have an incentive to game the formula. A newcomer’s application is more likely to be denied if existing facilities are operating under capacity. Knowing this, incumbent providers may have an incentive to keep beds unfilled or appointments open despite CON’s goal of preventing the underutilization of care.

Third, assuming the SHP reflects that a need exists, you will start on your application. This often involves paying an attorney and/or consultant to help with formal documents. These experts will know how the application process works, do statistical analyses to show that there’s a lack of care, help you make financial projections, and otherwise help you with your business plans. Lawyers can be hard to come by for new providers. When Dipendra and Kishor searched for one in Louisville, every lawyer they called represented a health system, or had in the past, and therefore had a conflict of interest. Remember, even if there is a need according to the SHP, your application still needs to comply with the four remaining review criteria:

1. **Need and accessibility.** In essence, you have to prove need a second time. This might require a consultant to prove the need for your service using different metrics than the SHP formula. And proving accessibility can be a catch-22. Services in a rural area might be needed and not opposed by an existing agency, but they might not be considered accessible. By contrast, services in an urban area would be more accessible but attract opposition from existing providers who will argue enough service exists.

2. **Interrelationships and linkages.** Basically, you must show that you are connected to existing healthcare infrastructure. You might collect letters from future potential employees and potential providers/facilities that would refer patients to your home health agency. You might even get letters from future patients. This criterion favors existing providers. They’re already linked to existing healthcare facilities and networks and have no incentive to support new providers.

3. **Costs and economic feasibility.** Here, you need to disclose your finances to show your project is economically feasible. The Cabinet wants to see how much it will cost you to open, your projected revenue in the first couple of years, and how much capital you can invest. If you have any backers or partners, the Cabinet will want to know that too. Again, you may need a consultant, accountant, or other expert to help you prepare this part of your application.

4. **Quality of care.** Finally, you must attest that you will offer high-quality care. Although this sounds like the most important criterion, the Cabinet never follows up on the assertions in a provider’s application after issuing a CON. That’s part of the licensing and inspection process managed by the Cabinet’s Office of Inspector General Healthcare Division. CON laws are not a tool to ensure the quality of healthcare services. And it’s very unlikely the Cabinet would deny a CON application based on quality concerns alone.

50 The population and number of users of a service are provided by the Cabinet. See e.g., 2022 Home Health Need, available at https://ij.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/2022HomeHealthNeed.pdf.
51 SHP note 44, at 34–35; see also Tiwari I, 2020 WL 4745772, at *4 (“[T]he deck is stacked against start-ups because of incumbents’ successful ‘rent-seeking’ with the ‘rents’ referring to monopoly profits.”).
52 See, e.g., Tiwari I, 2020 WL 4745772, at *11 (“Patients are more than numbers you plug in a formula. Old or young, rich or poor, English-speaking or Nepali-speaking, each patient is unique.”).
53 Capacity Report, supra note 17, at 75.
Fourth, after paying your advisors to help prepare your application, you’re finally ready to file. Keep your checkbook out—the filing fees range from $1,000 to $25,000 depending on the cost of your project.54 Be aware, the Cabinet will keep your application fee even if it does not approve your application. From 2019 through May 2023, the Cabinet collected over $2 million in filing fees.

Fifth, the Cabinet will review your application and either ask for additional information or formally confirm that your application is complete.55 Then, the Cabinet publishes your application in its monthly CON Newsletter. The Newsletter notifies your competition that you’ve applied for a CON. This step is mandatory. There may be delays, though, because the Cabinet publishes home health agency CON applications only in February, May, August, and November.56 Different types of CON applications are published in different months.

Sixth, now the real fun begins. Once the Cabinet publishes the Newsletter with information about your application, any “affected person” has 15 days to intervene in the review process and request a hearing.57 In theory, a future user of your home health agency is an “affected person” and could request a hearing. In practice, that never happens because consumers don’t oppose access to more care. Only potential competitors intervene to oppose your application. They often drop their objections, however, if you agree not to directly compete with their territory.58

Although the hearing is before an administrative agency and not in a court, you need to be represented by an attorney and prepare like you would for a full-blown trial. You will appear before a hearing officer who acts like a judge. Your opposition is often a large healthcare system with the resources to stretch the application process out in hopes that you will give up. And it works. Some applicants decide they don’t want to deal with the headache of a hearing, or simply can’t afford to keep paying an attorney, and walk away at this point.

Before the hearing, the parties (including your would-be competitors) may engage in discovery, subpoena witnesses, and file dispositive motions.59 At the hearing, each party is allowed to present its case; make an opening statement; call witnesses; cross-examine opposing witnesses; offer documentary evidence into the record; and make a closing statement.60 The burden is on you to prove that you satisfy all five review criteria. Your opponents will argue that they are already providing enough care and that if the Cabinet grants your application, it will hurt their bottom lines.

Seventh, after the hearing concludes, the hearing officer will consider the evidence and issue a final order approving or disapproving your application. This entire process can last months or sometimes over a year. If they feel their application will be denied, some applicants choose to withdraw their applications at this point.

Eighth, you get a final order! Let’s say the hearing officer grants your CON application. You might think you can go open your home health agency. But wait; any affected person can appeal this order as long as they were a party during the administrative hearing. The affected person can request reconsideration from the Cabinet and/or appeal the order to the Franklin Circuit Court.61 And as with any other judicial decision, the losing party can appeal from the Circuit Court’s decision. If the Cabinet does not approve your CON application, you have the same rights to appeal.

The appeal process will add years to your timeline and put the status of your CON in jeopardy. You are not allowed to open your agency while appeals are pending.

Ninth, if you are lucky enough to avoid the appeal process, you can begin taking steps toward opening. You must submit progress reports to the Cabinet every six months until you become operational. Otherwise, the Cabinet can revoke your CON.62

This process is not for the faint of heart. It’s clear why many entrepreneurs give up without applying or simply avoid states with CON laws altogether. As a result, Kentucky has missed out on countless healthcare providers and innovations that are enjoyed in other parts of the country. The CON process can’t be the best way to ensure access to affordable, quality healthcare services in the Bluegrass State.

Nonsubstantive Review

The nonsubstantive review process moves faster. Certain services like adult day care, transferring acute care hospital beds between facilities with one owner, hospital-owned freestanding emergency departments, and private duty nursing agencies are eligible for nonsubstantive review.63 Under this process, there is “a presumption that the facility or service

56 900 K.A.R. 6:060 § 2(b).
57 See K.R.S. § 216B.015(3) (defining “affected persons” as “the applicant; any person residing within the geographic area served or to be served by the applicant; any person who regularly uses health facilities located within specified geographic area; health facilities located in the geographic area in which the project is proposed to be located which provide services similar to the services of the facility under review; health facilities which, prior to receipt by the agency of the proposal being reviewed, have formally indicated an intention to provide similar services in the future; and the cabinet and third-party payors who reimburse health facilities for services in the health service area in which the project is proposed to be located.”).
58 See CON Laws During Recent Public Health Emergencies at page 15 below (noting that nearly 60% of ambulance CON applications in Kentucky from 2009 through 2022 were granted after affected persons dropped their objections in exchange for the applicant agreeing to decrease the size of its service area).
60 900 K.A.R. 6:090 § 3.
is needed and a presumption that the facility or service is consistent with the [SHP].

There’s no relying on population projections or worrying about need formulas. Although there are a few requirements for different facilities and services, they are not subjective in the way that the review criteria like interrelationships and linkages or economic feasibility are during formal review. If you meet the requirements under nonsubstantive review, it’s very likely the Cabinet will approve your application.

Affected persons can still request a hearing, but under nonsubstantive review, the burden flips. Here, the Cabinet will approve an application unless the affected person can prove that a need for the facility or service does not exist by clear and convincing evidence.

If your application for nonsubstantive review is not approved, you have three options. One, you can go through the formal review process. Two, you can request that the Cabinet reconsider the nonsubstantive review decision. Three, you can appeal the decision to the Franklin Circuit Court.

**CON Laws During Recent Public Health Emergencies**

As you might imagine, going through the cumbersome CON application process just described would be a disaster during a public health emergency. Since 2020, Kentucky’s CON laws have been adjusted three different times to keep up with demand from public health emergencies, exposing how inflexible and potentially harmful CON laws are.

First, in March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced the Cabinet to allow providers to expand facilities without seeking a CON. Under normal circumstances, adding hospital beds would require formal review by the Cabinet—which can take months or years. Under the Cabinet’s relaxed CON guidelines, providers were allowed to take actions that would normally require a CON as long as they notified the Cabinet. Even under this system, filing paperwork with the Cabinet is the last thing hospitals should have been worrying about while trying to increase access to healthcare during a global pandemic.

Kentucky was hardly alone. Between 2020 and 2022, at least 24 other states with CON laws also recognized that CON laws were a barrier to care. These states also suspended or modified their CON programs. If CON laws somehow provide access to more healthcare, as proponents argue, why were most states with CON laws forced to relax them during the pandemic?

Other CON proponents argue that CON laws weren’t a barrier during pandemic surges precisely because states were quick to waive or loosen CON requirements. But patients in states with CON laws entered the pandemic with fewer hospitals per capita, which disadvantaged them:

- Hospitals in states with CON laws were 27% more likely to run out of hospital beds. There was no difference in this figure between states that relaxed their CON requirements during the pandemic and those that did not.
- One estimate predicted that ICU bed shortages would be nine times greater per capita in CON states compared to states without CON laws.

And the emergency suspensions were only temporary. In Kentucky and elsewhere, once the official state of emergency ended, providers were required to surrender the extra beds and equipment they had acquired. This undoubtedly deterred some providers from expanding at all.

Outside the pandemic, in March 2023, Governor Andy Beshear was forced to issue an emergency regulation to update the SHP “to ease the urgent mental health crisis by promoting greater access to psychiatric care across Kentucky.” Recall that the Capacity Report, published in 2013, identified this problem. Despite the Capacity Report’s clear warning, no one addressed the problem until it was too late and emergency regulations were necessary.

Without CON laws, Kentucky might have kept pace with the demand for psychiatric services. Instead, Governor Beshear’s statement of emergency reads:

There is an ongoing mental health crisis across the nation, and hospitals report that the proportion of emergency department visits due to mental health issues has increased markedly during the last few years. The expansion of inpatient behavioral health services throughout the state, including rural areas, will enhance immediate access to resources for at-risk mental health patients of such acuity that they need inpatient services and stabilization. This amendment is needed . . . to help promote access to inpatient psychiatric healthcare.

Despite the seriousness of the problem, the amended regulation is narrow. It permits existing hospitals to

---

64 900 K.A.R. 6:07SE.
65 See 900 K.A.R. 6:07SE.
66 See, e.g., Survey of Recent CON Applications at page 17 below.
72 Capacity Report, supra note 17, at 88.
73 Statement of Emergency, supra note 71, at 68.
apply to convert no more than 25 hospital beds to adult psychiatric care beds under nonsubstantive review, but only if the hospital’s current occupancy rates are less than 70%. The emergency regulation does not accommodate adolescent beds or new psychiatric facilities. Plus, providers could still face opposition if they file an application under this emergency regulation.

This could have been avoided. In 2021, a Louisville hospital filed a CON application to do almost exactly what this emergency regulation proposes but was stopped by Kentucky’s CON laws. On October 27, 2021, Mary & Elizabeth Hospital (ME) applied to convert 33 of its 298 licensed acute care beds to adult psychiatric beds. Its application noted that Baptist Health had recently closed its psychiatric care unit, eliminating 22 local psychiatric beds. Apart from Baptist’s closure, ME explained that it had been forced to send many patients to Our Lady of the Peace Hospital for psychiatric care following their treatment for medical issues. If it had more psychiatric beds, ME could have treated those patients in one place.

ME was trying to be proactive and increase access to care before the number of psychiatric beds dipped dangerously low. Yet the Cabinet hearing officer denied ME’s application because the SHP didn’t show a need for more beds. According to the SHP formula, the metro area’s 1.2 million residents needed a mere 185 adult psychiatric beds. The Cabinet documented 337 licensed adult psychiatric care beds in the region at the time. And math is math. Because 337 exceeds 185, the hearing officer couldn’t approve the application. It didn’t matter that ME reported only 66 medical psychiatric beds were actually operational in the region. As the final order casually notes, “revisions to the SHP methodology may indeed be warranted.”

The situation is troubling because it could have been avoided and tragic for the patients who missed out on needed psychiatric services. If Kentucky officials had approved those 33 psychiatric beds in 2021, fewer people would have suffered without treatment, sat in ER beds for longer than necessary, or been forced to leave Kentucky to seek care.

CON laws prevent healthcare providers from scaling up in response to warnings about inadequate access to care. Ultimately, patients pay the price.

Just two months later, in May 2023, Governor Beshear approved a second emergency regulation to address the lack of ambulance services in the Commonwealth. The regulation provides:

There is an ongoing shortage of ambulance services available across the Commonwealth due to financial demands and workforce shortages. Under current regulations, a new ambulance service would be required to apply for a certificate of need before it could begin operation, which is a lengthy process that can take six (6) months to a year . . . This will allow an ambulance provider to quickly begin serving an area where continuous ambulance services have ceased without waiting months to obtain a certificate of need.

Notably, the regulation acknowledges that providers often have to wait months to get a CON. As with access to psychiatric beds, it didn’t have to be this way. Since 2021, at least 11 ambulance CON applications have been disapproved by the Cabinet. Those are 11 providers that could have been alleviating this shortage.

Opposition from affected persons is especially forceful for ambulance CON applications. After reviewing 32 CON applications to provide Class I Ambulance Service submitted from 2009 through 2022, we found that the Cabinet granted nearly 90% of unopposed applications, yet it granted only 13% of opposed applications. In 13 instances (57%), the Cabinet approved opposed applications only after the applicant agreed to serve a smaller geographic area so competitors would withdraw their objections.

Despite the difficulty in getting a CON to operate an ambulance in Kentucky, the lack of access to medical transport throughout the Commonwealth has been well documented. For instance, one report from 2018 found that urban counties in Kentucky had 25% fewer ambulance providers than other states in the region.

These examples show the devastating effects of artificially limiting the supply of healthcare services. Even outside the pandemic, CON laws are harmful. CON laws prevent healthcare providers from scaling up in response to warnings about inadequate access to care. Ultimately, patients pay the price.

74 See supra note 44, at 23–24.
75 There are an additional 289 beds allocated to the Central State Hospital and the Kentucky Correctional Psychiatric Center, but these are not available for the general population to seek treatment on their own.
78 Id.
Survey of Recent CON Applications

To learn more about the application process, we reviewed every CON application submitted in Kentucky that received a final decision from January 1, 2019 through May 19, 2023.\textsuperscript{80} We counted approvals, disapprovals, withdrawals, revocations, and voided applications, while we excluded deferrals and applications that remained pending at the time of review. In total, we reviewed 262 complete applications. The vast majority—76% of the applications—came from existing providers. Only 24% of the applications were from providers not already operating in Kentucky. The Cabinet approved 227 (86.6%) of the applications it received. But that doesn’t tell the whole story.

Of the 262 applications, 164 (63%) were complete applications for nonsubstantive review. The most common type of nonsubstantive application was for adult day healthcare centers. Recall that under nonsubstantive review, the applicant does not bear the burden of proving need; need is presumed. The Cabinet approved all but seven of these applications—an approval rate of 96 percent. These can essentially be thought of as non-CON cases.

In contrast, the Cabinet received 98 complete applications for substantive (formal) review. In these cases, the Cabinet must assess need. The Cabinet approved 70 applications (71%).

Neither the applicant’s status as an incumbent provider nor the size of the investment were statistically significantly related to the odds of approval. As expected, opposition did statistically significantly reduce the chances of approval and delayed the approval process. As shown in Figure 2 above, the approval rate for unopposed substantive review applications was 84% but was nearly cut in half, to 43%, for opposed applications.

Opposed applications also took significantly longer to receive a final decision. Among unopposed applications, the wait time averaged 5.4 months. That time nearly doubled, to an average of 10.2 months for opposed applications.\textsuperscript{81} Figure 3 shows this delay. As far as we can tell, all opposed parties were would-be competitors.

While it’s good news that most applications—even most substantive review applications—were approved during this time period, the analysis suggests that incumbent providers use the contested application process to block and delay competitors from offering services that patients need.

Between 2019 and 2023, CON laws denied Kentuckians access to psychiatric services, acute hospital services, skilled nursing facilities, ground ambulances, and more. We believe the number of providers that abandon their plans without applying for a CON is high, especially in light of the SHP’s strict need formulas.
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\caption{Wait Time for a Decision}
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\textsuperscript{80} The data set we reviewed was given to us by the Cabinet in response to an Open Records Act request and is also publicly available through the CON Application Search tool on the Cabinet’s website: https://prd.waapps.chfs.ky.gov/cononline/SearchApplication.aspx.

\textsuperscript{81} Among all applications, it appears that wait times have declined in recent years from seven months in 2019 to just over three months in 2022.
The Findings in the Academic Research Are Clear: CON Laws Have Not Achieved Their Goals

Co-author, Matthew Mitchell, has identified and classified every original, peer-reviewed, empirical analysis of healthcare CON laws over the last five decades. In a forthcoming publication, he will provide an exhaustive analysis of the studies. In this section, we provide a condensed version of his findings. While the bulk of the publications reviewed are academic, this analysis also includes a handful of academic-quality studies by government agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission.

Few policy experiments have been as thoroughly examined as CON laws. The review identifies 128 separate papers that contain 423 unique tests. The bulk of these tests address the stated goals of CON laws: access, quality, and costs. There were also tests assessing the effects of CON laws on underserved populations, competition, provider volume, profits, and other miscellaneous outcomes such as CEO pay. Though the analysis makes no judgments on the quality of the empirical tests contained in the papers, limiting the analysis to peer-reviewed material ensures a minimum quality threshold.

The following sections highlight some of the major findings. Figure 4 below shows that among 389 tests with an identifiable result. A slight majority (205 tests) associate CON laws with a “bad” outcome. These bad outcomes include higher spending, lower quality, harm to underserved populations, diminished access, or less competition. The next most common result (140 tests) is a neutral or insignificant result. A mere 44 tests (11%) associate CON laws with a “good” outcome like less spending, greater access, or higher quality. In other words, for every one test that associates CON laws with a good outcome, there are nearly five tests that associate it with a bad outcome.

Together, 345 out of 389 tests find that CON laws are associated with either an insignificant or bad outcome. That’s 89 percent. Economists and health researchers become increasingly confident in an outcome when many tests point in the same direction. There’s no contest here. This decisive result confirms that CON laws are not achieving their intended goals and have outlived their utility.

These findings are consistent with standard economic theory, confirming CON laws operate as economists predict. CON laws are barriers to entry that protect incumbent providers from competition, increase costs, and limit access to care. Worse, the one thing protectionism should accomplish—enhancing the profits of incumbent providers—may not even occur in the long run (although it might in the short run). CON laws, then, are all downside.

CON Laws Decrease Access to Health Care

Access is the most-studied effect of CON laws. By design, CON regulations limit the supply of facilities, technology, and investment. Thus, it seems intuitive that CON laws would reduce the availability of services. Yet, vexingly, one purpose of Kentucky’s CON laws is to “increase access to healthcare facilities, services, and providers.” The authors of this legislation evidently believed that by limiting the supply of certain services and procedures, they could increase the supply in other areas.

The data suggest otherwise. A total of 170 tests examine whether CON laws impede or enhance access to care, and 153 (or 90%) find that CON laws impede access to care or have a neutral or insignificant effect on access. For every test associating CON laws with increased access, there are more than five associating it with diminished access. The weight of the evidence is undeniable.

These tests largely fall into two categories: “availability tests” and “utilizations tests.”

Figure 4. Summary of Tests with an Obvious Normative Implication

- **Availability Tests**
  - CON Associated with a Good Result: 36%, 140
  - Neutral or Insignificant Result: 53%, 205
  - CON Associated with a Bad Result: 11%, 44

**Availability Tests**

Availability tests assess how easy it is for patients to obtain care. They measure things like the number of providers or services per capita, or the units of technology per capita. Other availability tests assess how far patients must travel to find care, while still others assess how long patients must wait once they get there. In total, there have been 80 tests assessing the effect of
CON laws on the availability of care. As shown in Figure 5, 79% of these tests associate CON laws with diminished availability of care, while just 8% associate them with increased availability.

Among other things, researchers find that patients in states with CON laws have:

- 30–48% fewer hospitals, 89
- 30% fewer rural hospitals and 13% fewer rural ambulatory surgical centers, 90
- 25% fewer open-heart surgery programs, 91
- 20% fewer psychiatric care facilities, 92 and
- Fewer dialysis clinics and reduced capacity at existing clinics. 93

Several studies also associate CON laws with fewer hospital beds. 94 For example, one study finds that each additional service covered by CON reduces the number of hospital beds per 100,000 persons by 4.7%. 95 And, patients in states with CON laws have access to fewer medical imaging devices, 96 must wait longer for care, 97 must travel farther for care, 98 and are more likely to leave their state for care. 99

Utilization Tests

Another way to measure access is to look at the actual utilization of services. Here, the theoretical effect of CON laws is less clear because patients will often seek care even if it is costly or inconvenient. It is also possible that CON laws could increase utilization of certain services by suppressing utilization of other services. For example, if a condition can be treated by either procedure A or procedure B, but procedure A is limited by a CON, we would expect to see the number of users of procedure A decrease and the number of users of procedure B increase.

We have identified 90 tests that measure whether CON laws affect the utilization of healthcare services. Of these, 79 tests find either no significant relationship or a negative relationship between CON laws and utilization of services. Only 11 tests associate CON with greater utilization of services. Thus, there is little support for the proposition that CON laws increase the utilization of care.

90 Stratmann & Koopman, supra note 89.
96 Id.
CON Laws Contribute to Lower Quality Care and Worse Healthcare Outcomes

Another legislative purpose for CON laws is to improve the quality of healthcare. Yet CON laws only serve an initial gatekeeping function. While applicants may attest that they will offer quality services during the application process, the Cabinet does not follow up on quality concerns. Instead, quality requirements in Kentucky are monitored and enforced by the Office of Inspector General, Division of Health Care under its facility licensure authority.

It’s unsurprising then that the overwhelming majority of the existing tests show that CON laws lead to worse care or have neutral/insignificant effects on quality. Of 98 tests, only ten associate CON laws with improved quality.

States with CON laws have:
- Higher mortality rates for heart attack, heart failure, and pneumonia,
- Higher mortality rates for natural death, septicemia, diabetes, chronic lower respiratory disease, influenza or pneumonia, Alzheimer’s, and COVID-19,
- Higher readmission rates following heart attack, heart failure, and pneumonia, and
- Lower nursing staff-to-patient ratios and greater use of physical force in nursing homes.

States without CON laws have an estimated 5.7% fewer deaths from post-surgical complications due to the mortality rates highlighted above.

Overwhelming Evidence Shows that CON Laws Lead to Higher Health Care Spending

CON Laws Increase Spending Per Service

Another primary legislative purpose behind Kentucky’s CON program is to deliver “cost-efficient” healthcare services. Yet standard economic theory and common-sense dictate that reducing the supply of healthcare will have the opposite effect. As supply decreases, costs and prices typically increase.

There is no doubt that healthcare is a highly regulated market with many distortions (hidden pricing, third-party payment, etc.). Even so, there’s no reason to believe that restricting supply (another distortion) will decrease per-service spending. Instead, supply restrictions—even in regulated and distorted markets—tend to increase spending per service.

Additionally, because of their anti-competitive properties, CON laws seem likely to permit some degree of monopoly pricing power. This too, is likely to increase spending per service. The data bear this out: the findings in the CON literature are predictable. Restricting the supply of healthcare does not decrease costs.
Figure 8 shows that among 43 tests, 28 (65%) tests find that CON laws are linked to higher spending per service, while a mere three tests (7%) associate them with lower spending per service.

To take just a few examples:

- CON laws are associated with 10% higher variable costs in general acute hospitals,\textsuperscript{109}
- Hospital charges in states without CON laws are 5.5% lower five years after repeal,\textsuperscript{110}
- In Ohio, reimbursements for coronary artery bypass grafts fell 2.8% following repeal of CON laws; in Pennsylvania, they fell 8.8% following repeal,\textsuperscript{111}
- Acute care costs rise with the rigor of the CON program from the most resource-intensive diagnoses,\textsuperscript{112}
- CON laws are associated with higher Medicaid costs for home health services,\textsuperscript{113} and
- There is some evidence that CON is associated with higher Medicaid long-term care costs.\textsuperscript{114}

CON Laws Increase Spending Per Patient

Though economic theory offers little reason to expect CON laws to decrease spending per service, it might—as we explained at the outset of this paper—decrease spending per person or per patient. The logic is straightforward: the total amount spent per person is equal to the number of services that the person obtains, multiplied by the amount spent per service. Since CON laws are likely to decrease the number of services that people obtain while increasing the amount spent per service, its effect on total spending is theoretically ambiguous.

A CON program might, for example, lead to zero spending if it eliminated all healthcare resources (though undoubtedly this would not be socially optimal). Even this theoretical possibility, however, is unlikely. This is because healthcare services are generally found to be inelastically demanded; that is, patients will seek them out regardless of price or distance.\textsuperscript{115}

Here again, the real-world experience (shown in Figure 9) reflects standard economic theory. Among 50 tests assessing the effects of CON laws on spending per person, 46% find that CON laws are linked to higher spending per capita while only 16% associate it with lower spending per capita.

---

\textsuperscript{109} Anderson, K. B., supra note 47.
\textsuperscript{113} Id.
\textsuperscript{114} Id.
Among these tests, researchers find:

- Hospital expenditures are 20.6% higher per capita in states with CON laws.\textsuperscript{116}
- Stringent CON programs increase hospital expenditures per admission,\textsuperscript{117} and
- Nursing home CONs are associated with higher expenditures per resident.\textsuperscript{118}

**CON Laws Increase Government Healthcare Expenditures**

Increased spending translates to government payors too. These costs are ultimately borne by taxpayers. Consider:

- Medicare spending per rural beneficiary is $295 higher in states with CON laws than in states without,\textsuperscript{119}
- Medicare reimbursements for total knee arthroplasty are 5 to 10% lower in states without CON laws,\textsuperscript{120} and
- CON laws are associated with higher per-capita Medicaid community-based care expenditures.\textsuperscript{121}

**There is No Evidence That CON Laws Lead to Better Care for Underserved Populations**

Some argue that even if healthcare costs are higher in states with CON laws, it is necessary to protect hospitals, especially safety-net hospitals, from closing. This rationale contradicts the cost-efficiency rationale for CON laws, which posits that CON is needed to limit healthcare spending. Instead, the cross-subsidy rationale admits that CON laws are likely to lead to more spending—and higher profits for incumbent providers—but then contends that these profits will be diverted to care for the needy.

We found no studies that supported this theory. Ten tests assess the effect of CON laws on underserved populations. Eight of those tests associate CON laws with diminished care for underserved populations, while two tests find neutral or insignificant effects. No tests associate CON with positive effects on underserved populations. The findings of these tests include:

- Substance abuse centers in states with CON laws are less likely to accept Medicaid patients,\textsuperscript{122}
- Uninsured patients are more likely to pay out of pocket in states with CON laws,\textsuperscript{123}
- A large black-white disparity in the availability of coronary angiographies disappeared when the procedure was exempted from CON requirements,\textsuperscript{124} and
- There is no evidence of cross-subsidization and no evidence that CON laws increase charity care.\textsuperscript{125}

In fact, two studies suggest safety-net hospitals might be more stable in states \textit{without} CON laws:

- Safety-net hospitals in states without CON laws had higher margins than safety-net hospitals in states with CON laws,\textsuperscript{126} and
- Denied CON applications could have harmed the financial stability of safety net hospitals (though this was not a direct test of CON).\textsuperscript{127}

Together, the majority of the literature finds that CON laws are cost neutral or negatively impact cost. And there is no evidence that CON positively impacts charity care.


\textsuperscript{123} Custer, supra note 112.


\textsuperscript{125} Ssriramann, T., & Russ, J., supra note 95.

\textsuperscript{126} Dobson, A., supra note 87.

The stated purpose of Kentucky’s CON program is to “improve the quality and increase access to health-care facilities, services, and providers, and to create a cost-efficient health-care delivery system for the citizens of the Commonwealth.” Five decades of research show that CON laws have not delivered on this promise.

Instead, incumbent providers use CON laws to block and delay their competitors from entering the market. And more broadly, exhaustive research shows that patients in states with CON laws have less access to care, the quality of the care is diminished, and that the costs of care are higher.

Some states repealed CON decades ago. Today, those states have more hospitals and more healthcare facilities per capita. Nationwide, states are recognizing that the gamble on CON laws has not paid off. Kentucky’s neighbors—Indiana and Ohio—repealed every CON law, except for nursing homes, many years ago. Other neighboring states—Tennessee and West Virginia—enacted recent reforms to give residents greater access to healthcare. And still others, like South Carolina and Montana, have said enough is enough. They repealed nearly all of their CON programs. The message is clear. To improve healthcare conditions in Kentucky, lawmakers should rethink CON.

To improve healthcare conditions in Kentucky, lawmakers should rethink CON.
Appendix of Certificate of Need (CON) Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hellinger, F. J. (1976). The effect of certificate-of-need legislation on hospital investment. <em>Inquiry</em>, 13(2), 187–193.</td>
<td>CON legislation induced hospitals to increase investments before CON took effect. He interprets this as a bad result. We code it as positive since it did increase access (in the short run).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joskow, P. L. (1980). The effects of competition and regulation on hospital bed supply and the reservation quality of the hospital. <em>The Bell Journal of Economics</em>, 11(2), 421–447.</td>
<td>He assesses the effects of regulations on bed supply and the probability that a hospital will turn away patients. He finds that CON reduces bed supply by about 6% and makes it more likely that a hospital will turn away patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan, F. A. (1981). Regulation and the rising cost of hospital care. <em>The Review of Economics and Statistics</em>, 63(4), 479–487. <a href="https://doi.org/10.2307/1935842">https://doi.org/10.2307/1935842</a>.</td>
<td>He studies the effects of both mature and new CON regulations on hospital costs and profits. His data is drawn from the 48 contiguous states, plus DC, over the years 1963-1978. His measures of cost are total hospital expense per admission, per adjusted admission, per patient day, and per adjusted patient day. His measure of profit is the ratio of total revenue to total expense. He finds: 1) Total expense per admission was lower in the years after CON was implemented for part of the period studied; 2) Expense per adjusted admission was not statistically significantly different after CON was implemented; 3) Expense per patient day was not statistically significantly different after CON was implemented; 4) Expense per adjusted patient day was not statistically significantly different after CON was implemented; and 5) Profits were lower after CON was implemented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

128 This Appendix contains the certificate of need studies that Dr. Matthew Mitchell has identified and reviewed through June 30, 2023. A few of the studies that appear in this Appendix are not reflected in the report’s analysis because they tested CON indirectly or addressed topics like CEO pay or competition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coelen, C., &amp; Sullivan, D. (1981). An analysis of the effects of</td>
<td>They use data from a sample of approximately 2700 community hospitals in the U.S. from 1969 to 1978 to estimate the effects of prospective reimbursement programs on hospital expenditures per patient day, per admission, and per capita. Though their primary interest is in prospective reimbursement programs, they also included CON as a covariate. They find no evidence that CON reduces spending per patient day, per admission, or per capita and some evidence that it increases expenditures. And in about half the states they find evidence that it is associated with higher spending per patient day, per admission, and per capita.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospective reimbursement programs on hospital expenditures. Health Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cromwell, J., &amp; Kanak, J. R. (1982). The effects of prospective</td>
<td>Their primary focus is on prospective reimbursement programs and their effect on the diffusion of services, but they use CON as a control variable and find that it has no effect on the diffusion of services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reimbursement programs on hospital adoption and service sharing. Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastaugh, S. R. (1982). The effectiveness of community-based hospital</td>
<td>He assesses the effects of CON on change in plant assets, change in beds, and change in plant assets per bed during the 1975-1979 period. His data are from 50 states, and his measure of CON is the percentage of the 1975-1979 period in which a CON program was in effect in each state. He finds CON has: 1) A marginally significant, positive effect on change in plant assets (percentage and log), which he interprets as a negative result; 2) No statistically significant effect on change in beds (percentage and log), which he interprets as a negative result; and 3) Significant, positive effect on change in plant assets per bed (percentage and log), which he interprets as a negative result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan, F. A. (1983). Rate regulation as a strategy for hospital cost</td>
<td>His primary interest is the effect of rate regulation on hospital costs, but he includes CON as a control. His data is drawn from the 48 contiguous states, plus DC, over the years 1963-1980. His measures of spending are total hospital expense per admission, per “adjusted” admission (adjusted for hospital outpatient activity), per patient day, per adjusted patient day, and per length of stay. He finds no evidence that CON reduces spending per patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control: evidence from the last decade. The Milbank Memorial Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A multi-equation model of nursing home behavior. Social Science &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine, 17(23), 1897–1906.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashby J. L., Jr. (1984). The impact of hospital regulatory programs on</td>
<td>He assesses the effect of CON and other regulatory programs on five outcomes. His unit of analysis is each state in each year from 1971-1977. He finds that: 1) CON is associated with statistically significant positive growth in hospital costs per capita; 2) CON has no statistically significant effect on percentage change in average length of stay; 3) CON has no statistically significant effect on percentage change in total admissions per capita; and 4) CON has no statistically significant effect on percentage change in plant assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per capita costs, utilization, and capital investment. Inquiry, 21(1),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–59.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertler, Paul J., (October 1985). A Latent Variable Model of Quality</td>
<td>He finds that under a binding CON capacity constraint, increases in Medicaid rates are associated with lower quality in New York state nursing home facilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They examined the effect of CON on economies of scale and cost in the home health care industry. They find:
1) Costs were 2% higher in CON states relative to non-CON states;
2) No substantial economies of scale in the home health industry overall; and
3) No difference in economies of scale in CON and non-CON states.


CON increases the average price and expense for several disease categories including:
1) Diabetes mellitus;
2) Cataract surgery;
3) Acute myocardial infarction;
4) Congestive heart failure;
5) Acute, cerebrovascular disease;
6) Pneumonia;
7) Other respiratory system disease;
8) Inguinal hernia;
9) Diverticula of intestine;
10) Hyperplasia of prostate; and
11) Fracture of neck and femur.


He estimates the effects of CON on cost functions using a sample of 3708 hospitals using 1983-1984 data. Though he uses the term costs, he is actually measuring operating expenditures. He finds that spending would fall by 1.4% if states relaxed CON by raising the thresholds at which it is applied.


They examined the effect of CON (among other factors) on hospital quality, finding that the ratio of actual to predicted mortality rates among Medicare patients were 5 to 6% higher in state with stringent CON regulation.


They study the effect of variation in CON approval in different service areas of Tennessee on the number of beds, finding it is associated with fewer beds. They also find that larger hospital size is associated with more spending and infer that CON is associated with lower average spending per patient day, though they don't directly measure it.


This is a reply to Mayo and McFarland’s 1989 paper. Anderson estimates the effects of CON (and the number of years CON has been in effect) on average variable costs among 2,069 general acute hospitals with 100 or more beds. He uses CON age as a measure of CON stringency under the theory that “the effect should increase the longer the regulation has been around.” He applies the equation linearly and multiplied by the number of beds to see if CON has a different effect on large hospitals. He finds:
1) CON is associated with 10% higher variable costs and
2) CON is associated with greater probability of a hospital having 100 or fewer beds.


CON hospitals are less efficient than non-CON hospitals.


They measure the effect of CON on hospital expenditures, finding that it is associated with 20.6% higher spending per capita.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mayo, J. W., &amp; McFarland, D. A. (1991). Regulation, market structure, and hospital costs: reply. <em>Southern Economic Journal</em>, 58(2), 535-538. <a href="https://doi.org/10.2307/1060195">https://doi.org/10.2307/1060195</a>.</td>
<td>This is a reply to Anderson's (1991) critique of their 1989 paper. Anderson worried CON might constrain hospitals on one dimension (say beds), but then cause them to substitute into other areas of spending (say labor). They tested this possibility and found mixed results. In a larger panel dataset, they found support for Anderson's concern (CON increases spending), while in a 1984 cross-section they found support for their initial (implied) conclusion (CON decreases spending).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendelson, D. N., &amp; Arnold, J. (1993). Certificate of need revisited. <em>Spectrum (Lexington, Ky.)</em>, 66(1), 36-44.</td>
<td>They find that Ohio denied CON applications that could have had adverse effects on the financial viability of safety net hospitals, but it was not a direct test of CON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fournier, G. M., &amp; Campbell, E. S. (1997). Indigent care as quid pro quo, but they do not actually test CON.</td>
<td>They find that Florida awarded CON licenses to hospitals providing more care to the poor, though they don't directly test whether CON increases indigent care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington, et al. (1997). The effect of certificate of need and moratoria policy on change in nursing home beds in the United States. <em>Medical Care</em>, 35(8), 574–588.</td>
<td>In a two-stage least squares regression, they assess the effect of CON and/or moratoria on the growth of nursing home beds and Medicaid nursing home reimbursement rates. They find: 1) CON had no effect on Medicaid nursing home reimbursement rates and 2) CON reduced growth of beds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Title and Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’aunno, T., Succi, M., &amp; Alexander, J. A. (2000)</td>
<td>The role of institutional and market forces in divergent organizational change. <em>Administrative Science Quarterly, 45</em>(4), 679–703. <a href="https://doi.org/10.2307/2667016">https://doi.org/10.2307/2667016</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, J. L., <em>et al.</em> (2001)</td>
<td>Certificate of need and the quality of cardiac surgery. <em>American Journal of Medical Quality, 16</em>(5), 155–160.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulley, O. D., &amp; Santerre, R. E. (2003)</td>
<td>The Effect of Public Policies on Nursing Home Care in the United States. <em>Eastern Economic Journal, 29</em>(1), 93–104.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teske, P., &amp; Chard, R. (2004)</td>
<td>Hospital Certificates-of-Need. Regulation in the States, <em>Brookings Institute,</em> 125–132. <a href="https://epdf.pub/regulation-in-the-states.html">https://epdf.pub/regulation-in-the-states.html</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho, V. (2004).</td>
<td>Certificate of need, volume, and percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty outcomes. <em>American Heart Journal</em>, 147(3), 442–448.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custer, W. S., et al. (2006).</td>
<td>Report of Data Analyses to the Georgia Commission on the Efficacy of the CON Program. <a href="https://scholarworks.gsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1017&amp;context=ghpc_reports">https://scholarworks.gsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1017&amp;context=ghpc_reports</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho, V. (2006). Does certificate of need affect cardiac outcomes and costs?. <em>International Journal of Health Care Finance and Economics</em>, 6, 300–324.</td>
<td>The study assesses the effect of CON on cardiac costs and outcomes. She finds: 1) While CON is associated with lower average costs per patient, it also seems to be associated with more procedures and this is enough to offset the savings from lower average costs; 2) CON is associated with greater volume within hospitals; and 3) CON does not seem to be related to inpatient mortality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popescu, I., Vaughan-Sarrazin, M. S., &amp; Rosenthal, G. E. (2006). Certificate of need regulations and use of coronary revascularization after acute myocardial infarction. <em>Jama</em>, 295(18), 2141–2147.</td>
<td>They study access and quality outcomes in revascularization. They find that patients in CON states: 1) Were less likely to be admitted to hospitals offering revascularization; 2) Were less likely to undergo revascularization; and 3) Had no difference in 30-day mortality rates relative to patients in non-CON states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho, V., et al. (2007). Cardiac certificate of need regulations and the availability and use of revascularization services. <em>American Heart Journal</em>, 154(4), 767–775.</td>
<td>They study the association between cardiac CON regulations, availability of revascularization facilities, and revascularization rates, focusing on differences between the general population and the elderly and on differences between procedures (coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) or a percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)). They find: 1) CON is associated with fewer hospitals offering CABG and PCI; 2) CON has no effect on overall CABG utilization; and 3) CON is associated with 19.2% fewer PCIs per 1,000 elderly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross, J. S., et al. (2007). Certificate of need regulation and cardiac catheterization appropriateness after acute myocardial infarction. <em>Circulation</em>, 115(8), 1012–1019.</td>
<td>They examine the effect of CON on the volume of cardiac catheterization after admission for acute myocardial infarction. In particular, however, they were interested in procedural volume under different levels of appropriateness (strongly, equivocally, or weakly indicated). While CON did not seem to decrease the volume of strongly-indicated catheterization, it did reduce the volume of equivocally and weakly indicated catheterization. Because their interest is both overall volume and rates of catheterization when it is not warranted, I categorize in both the volume and the quality sections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short, M. N., Aloia, T. A., &amp; Ho, V. (2008). Certificate of need regulations and the availability and use of cancer resections. <em>Annals of surgical oncology</em>, 15, 1837–1845.</td>
<td>They study Medicare data on beneficiaries treated with one of six cancer resections and an associated cancer diagnosis from 1989 to 2002. They find: 1) CON is associated with fewer hospitals per cancer incident for colectomy, rectal resection, and pulmonary lobectomy; 2) CON has no effect on the number of procedures per cancer incident; and 3) CON was associated with greater hospital volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, L. (2008). <em>Uncompensated care provision and the economic behavior of hospitals: The influence of the regulatory environment</em>. Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia State University. <a href="http://scholarworks.gsu.edu/pmap_diss/19">http://scholarworks.gsu.edu/pmap_diss/19</a>.</td>
<td>He examined the effect of three regulatory policies—CON laws, uncompensated care pools, and community benefit requirement laws. CON is associated with small increases in uninsured admissions, though the results were small (0.07%) and not statistically significant when he attempted to control for endogeneity. Furthermore, he finds that in the presence of all three policies, the number of uninsured admissions by nonprofit hospitals fell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantor, J. C., <em>et al.</em> (2009). Reducing racial disparities in coronary angiography. <em>Health Affairs</em>, 28(5), 1521–1531. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1377/hlthaff.28.5.1521">https://doi.org/10.1377/hlthaff.28.5.1521</a>.</td>
<td>The authors study a 1996 New Jersey reform that created a pilot program to license additional hospitals to perform coronary angiography. They find that a large black-white disparity disappeared after the reform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeLia, D., <em>et al.</em> (2009). Effects of regulation and competition on health care disparities: the case of cardiac angiography in New Jersey. <em>Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law</em>, 34(1), 63–91. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1215/03616878-2008-992">https://doi.org/10.1215/03616878-2008-992</a>.</td>
<td>This builds off of the authors’ previous study, confirming the result (the reforms eliminated the black-white disparity) using additional techniques (weighting ZIP codes by the number of black and white residents). They also study the mechanism by which the disparity was eliminated, finding that incumbent hospitals served more black patients as new entrants cut into their market share for white patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garmon, C. (2009). Hospital competition and charity care. <em>Forum for Health Economics &amp; Policy</em>, 12(1). <a href="https://doi.org/10.2202/1558-9544.1130">https://doi.org/10.2202/1558-9544.1130</a>.</td>
<td>This is not a direct test of CON. Instead, he tests whether hospital competition is associated with more or less charity care. He finds no evidence that increased competition reduces charity care. Furthermore, he finds some evidence that reduced competition leads to higher prices for uninsured patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho, V., Ku-Goto, M. H., &amp; Jollis, J. G. (2009). Certificate of need (CON) for cardiac care: controversy over the contributions of CON. <em>Health services research</em>, 4(2p1), 483–500. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1475-6773.2008.00933.x">https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1475-6773.2008.00933.x</a>.</td>
<td>They use difference-in-difference regression analysis to compare states that dropped CON during the sample period with states that kept the regulation. They focused on coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) and percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI). They find that in states that dropped CON: 1) The number of hospitals in the state performing CABG and PCI went up following repeal; 2) Statewide procedural volume for CABG and PCI were unchanged; 3) Mean hospital volume declined for both procedures; and 4) Procedural CABG mortality declined after repeal, though the difference was not permanent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolstad, J. T. (2009). <em>Essays on information, competition and quality in health care provider markets</em>. Harvard University. <a href="https://healthpolicy.fas.harvard.edu/people/jonathan-kolstad">https://healthpolicy.fas.harvard.edu/people/jonathan-kolstad</a>.</td>
<td>He examined how the 1996 repeal of CON legislation in Pennsylvania affected the market for coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery in the state, finding: 1) The number of CABG facilities increased 46% and 2) Surgeries were more likely to be performed by high-quality surgeons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Title and Journal Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tynan, A., et al. (2009).</td>
<td>General hospitals, specialty hospitals and financially vulnerable patients. Center for Studying Health System Change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson, M. D., et al. (2010).</td>
<td>Geographic access to hospice in the United States. <em>Journal of Palliative Medicine</em>, 13(11), 1331–1338. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1089/jpm.2010.0209">https://doi.org/10.1089/jpm.2010.0209</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler, D. M., Huckman, R. S., &amp; Kolstad, J. T. (2010).</td>
<td>Input constraints and the efficiency of entry: Lessons from cardiac surgery. <em>American Economic Journal: Economic Policy</em>, 2(1), 51–76.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eichmann, T. L., &amp; Santerre, R. E. (2011).</td>
<td>Do hospital chief executive officers extract rents from Certificate of Need laws?. <em>Journal of Health Care Finance</em>, 37(4), 1–14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorch, S. A., Maheshwari, P., &amp; Even-Shoshan, O. (2012).</td>
<td>The impact of certificate of need programs on neonatal intensive care units. <em>Journal of Perinatology</em>, 32(1), 39–44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanna, A., <em>et al.</em> (2013).</td>
<td>Certificate of need programs, intensity modulated radiation therapy use and the cost of prostate cancer care. <em>The Journal of Urology</em>, 189(1), 75–79. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.juro.2012.08.181">https://doi.org/10.1016/j.juro.2012.08.181</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polsky, D., <em>et al.</em> (2014).</td>
<td>The effect of entry regulation in the health care sector: The case of home health. <em>Journal of Public Economics</em>, 110, 1–14. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2013.11.003">https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2013.11.003</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratmann, T., &amp; Russ, J. (July 2014).</td>
<td><em>Do Certificate-of-Need Laws Increase Indigent Care?</em> (Working Paper No. 14-20). Mercatus Center at George Mason University. <a href="https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3211637">https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3211637</a>. They study the effects of CON on the supply of services and provision of services to indigent populations. They find: 1) CON programs are associated with 99 fewer hospital beds per 100,000 people; 2) Bed-specific CONs are associated with 131 fewer beds per 100,000 people; 3) There are 4.7 fewer beds per 100,000 persons for each additional service covered by CON; 4) CON programs reduce the number of hospitals with MRI machines by 1 to 2 hospitals per 500,000 people; and 5) CON programs that require charitable care are uncorrelated with uncompensated care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chui, P. W., et al. (2015).</td>
<td>Association of state certificate of need regulations with the appropriateness of PCI procedures. <em>Circulation, 132</em>(Suppl_3), A18805. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1161/circ.132.suppl_3.18805">https://doi.org/10.1161/circ.132.suppl_3.18805</a>. To see if CON limits the use of inappropriate percutaneous coronary interventions, they looked at the share of procedures considered appropriate, uncertain, or inappropriate in CON and non-CON states. They find that states with CON have a lower proportion of inappropriate PCIs, but the differences were small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, S., &amp; Dor, A. (2015).</td>
<td>How do hospitals respond to market entry? Evidence from a deregulated market for cardiac revascularization. <em>Health economics, 24</em>(8), 990–1008. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1002/hec.3079">https://doi.org/10.1002/hec.3079</a>. Removal of CON is associated with: 1) A substantial increase in the number of hospitals performing cardiac revascularization procedures; 2) An overall downward trend in coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) and an overall upward trend in the alternative procedure, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI); 3) Entry led to a significant increase in the likelihood of CABG, relative to trend, but it did not contribute to the increase in PCI after adjusting for patient traits, market characteristics, and area-specific trends; 4) The probability of receiving PCI specifically at incumbent hospitals decreased with market entry, suggesting a volume shift from incumbents to entrants; 5) Entry shifted a disproportionate volume of low-severity patients from incumbent hospitals to entrants; and 6) Entry by new cardiac surgery centers tended to sort high-severity patients into the more invasive CABG procedure and low-severity patients into the less invasive PCI procedures, potentially improving quality of care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, J., Hamami, T., &amp; McCorry, D. (2016).</td>
<td>Certificate of need laws and health care prices. <em>Journal of Health Care Finance, 43</em>(4). They find that prices are higher in CON states relative to non-CON states, but the difference isn’t statistically significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, S., et al. (2016). Does certificate of need minimize intensity modulated radiation therapy use in patients with low risk prostate cancer? <em>Urology Practice</em>, 3(5), 342–348. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.urpr.2015.09.001">https://doi.org/10.1016/j.urpr.2015.09.001</a>.</td>
<td>They study the effect of CON laws on the use of intensity modulated radiation therapy when it is not warranted. They find that the therapy was actually used more often in CON states than in non-CON states, concluding that it failed to achieve its goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratmann, T., &amp; Koopman, C. (February 2016). <em>Entry Regulation and Rural Health Care: Certificate-of-Need Laws, Ambulatory Surgical Centers, and Community Hospitals</em>. (Working Paper). Mercatus Center at George Mason University. <a href="https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3191476">https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3191476</a>.</td>
<td>They study the effect of CON on overall supply of services as well as rural supply of services. In particular, they find: 1) CON programs are associated with 30% fewer hospitals per 100,000 residents across the entire state; 2) Ambulatory surgical center (ASC)-specific CONs are correlated with 14% fewer total ASCs per 100,000 residents; 3) CON programs are associated with 30% fewer rural hospitals per 100,000 rural residents; 4) ASC-specific CONs are correlated with 13% fewer rural ASCs per 100,000 rural residents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni, H., Paul, J. A., &amp; Bagchi, A. (2017). Effect of certificate of need law on the intensity of competition: the market for emergency care. <em>Socio-Economic Planning Sciences</em>, 60, 34–48. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.seps.2017.02.002">https://doi.org/10.1016/j.seps.2017.02.002</a>.</td>
<td>They assess the effect of CON on market concentration (as measured by the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI)). They measure CON two ways—using a simple binary measure and a stringency measure based on the dollar threshold at which investments are subject to review. They use two-stage least square regression to address concerns of endogeneity. Their (somewhat dubious) IVs in the binary tests are an index of science and technology and the unemployment rate, and in the stringency model, they are the CPI and the unemployment rate. They find that CON laws are associated with greater competition, concluding that they serve as a sort of anti-trust tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, B. J. (2017). Certificate of Need Regulation and Hospital Behavior: Evidence from MRIs in North Carolina. Available at SSRN 3225741. <a href="https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3225741">https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3225741</a>.</td>
<td>Service areas in North Carolina are allocated a new machine when the number of MRI procedures performed in the area crosses a predetermined threshold. He compares service areas that are just below the threshold to areas just above the threshold to see the effect of a binding CON constraint. He finds: 1) By limiting the use of scanners, CON laws reduce spending on patients with low back pain by about $400 in the first month of diagnosis; 2) CON limits the number of MRI scanners in an area—when an area is allowed to obtain a scanner, they almost always do; 3) Providers get around this constraint, to some degree, by utilizing unregulated mobile scanners; 4) Patients in a region constrained by CON receive 34% fewer scans in the first month after diagnosis; 5) Medicare patients are disproportionately crowded out by CON; their fraction of MRIs performed jumps 10 percentage points after CON approval; and 6) CON seems to limit cancer patient access to scans, but not musculoskeletal disorder patient access to scans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratmann, T., &amp; Monaghan, S. (August 2017). The effect of interest group pressure on favorable regulatory decisions: the case of certificate-of-need laws. (Working Paper) Mercatus Center at George Mason University. <a href="https://www.mercatus.org/research/working-papers/effect-interest-group-pressure-favorable-regulatory-decisions">https://www.mercatus.org/research/working-papers/effect-interest-group-pressure-favorable-regulatory-decisions</a>.</td>
<td>They examine the link between PAC contributions by applicants and the likelihood of CON approval in three states. They find: 1) The approval rate in Georgia is 57%, the approval rate in Michigan is 77%, and the approval rate in Virginia is 51% and 2) A 1% increase in contributions by an applicant firm increases the odds of approval by 6.7% in Georgia, 1.8% in Michigan, and 3.6% in Virginia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
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<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
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<td>Bailey, J.</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browne, J. A., et al.</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noh, S., &amp; Brown, C. H.</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohfeldt, R. L., &amp; Li, P.</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul, J. A., Ni, H., &amp; Bagchi, A.</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, B., et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They analyze the effects of the expiration of Pennsylvania’s CON law on hip and knee replacement surgeries. They assess the effect of deregulation on one measure of cost per service (charges) and four measures of quality. They find that deregulation had:
1) No effect on total charges;
2) Increased the length of stay;
3) No effect on hospital acquired infections; and
4) Decreased mortality.


Like their 2015 paper, this one assesses whether CON limits inappropriate percutaneous coronary interventions. Again, they find a small but economically insignificant effect.


The examined the effect of CON on elective posterior lumbar fusions (PLFs) from 2005 to 2014, finding:
1) Average 90-day reimbursements were slightly higher (1.4% higher) in non-CON states ($22,115 vs. $21,802)
2) CON laws are associated with lower per capita utilization of PLFs;
3) CON laws are associated with more high-volume facilities;
4) CON laws are not associated with significant reduction in 90-day readmissions;
5) CON laws are not associated with significant reduction in 90-day complications.


They examine the effect of CON on knee arthroscopy, assessing its effect on:
1) Charges and reimbursements: in t-tests without controls they find that charges (which are the prices set before any negotiation) were lower in CON states, while reimbursements (which are actual payments) were not statistically significantly different;
2) Total volume; total volume and growth in total volume was lower in CON states than in non-CON states;
3) Volume within facilities: CON is associated with the presence of more high-volume facilities; and
4) Quality: There were more ER visits within 30 days of operation and more infections within 6 months of operation in CON than in non-CON states; there were no differences in in-hospital deaths or readmissions within 30 days of the operation between CON and non-CON states.


They examine the effects of home health agency (HHA) CONs and nursing home CONs on home health agencies. They find that in states with HHA CONs there are:
1) Lower per patient expenditures (they don't know if this is due to skimping or to economies of scale);
2) Higher expenditures per agency;
3) Higher expenditures per resident;
4) Slightly fewer home health agencies per capita; and
5) Higher caseloads (volume) within agencies (this is what drives the higher expenditures per agency).


In an IV study, they find that CON is associated with:
1) 18 to 24% lower nursing home survey scores computed by healthcare professionals and
2) The substitution of lower-quality certified nursing assistance care for higher-quality licensed practical nurse care.
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell, M. D., Stratmann, T., &amp; Bailey, J. B. (April 2020).</td>
<td>Raising the Bar: ICU Beds and Certificates of Need. (Policy Brief) Mercatus Center at George Mason University.</td>
<td>They study the relationship between CON and projected ICU bed shortages over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. They find that compared with non-CON states, in CON states, expected shortages were more than twice as likely and the shortages were about nine times greater in per capita terms.</td>
</tr>
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<td>Sridharan, M., et al. (2020).</td>
<td>Certificate-of-Need State Laws and Elective Posterior Lumbar Fusions: Is It Time to Repeal the Mandate?. <em>World Neurosurgery</em>, 144, e495–e499.</td>
<td>They examined the effect of CON on elective posterior lumbar fusions (PLFs) from 2005 to 2014, finding: 1) Average 90-day reimbursements were slightly higher (1.4% higher) in non-CON states ($22,115 vs $21,802); 2) CON laws are associated with lower per capita utilization of PLFs; 3) CON laws are associated with more high-volume facilities; 4) CON laws are not associated with significant reduction in 90-day readmissions; and 5) CON laws are not associated with significant reduction in 90-day complications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratmann, T., &amp; Baker, M. (July 2020).</td>
<td>Examining Certificate-of-Need Laws in the Context of the Rural Health Crisis. (Working Paper) Mercatus Center at George Mason University.</td>
<td>They examine the effect of CON on two measures of spending and two measures of quality (all four are indicators of “overutilization or waste”): 1) Medicare spending per rural beneficiary (they find this was $295 higher in CON states than in non-CON states); 2) Ambulance spending per beneficiary ($2.54 higher in CON states); 3) Hospital readmission rates (1.2 percentage points higher in CON states); and 4) Emergency room visits per 1,000 beneficiaries (35.1 more emergency department visits per 1,000 beneficiaries in CON states).</td>
</tr>
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<td>Yuce, T. K., et al. (2020).</td>
<td>Association of state certificate of need regulation with procedural volume, market share, and outcomes among Medicare beneficiaries. <em>JAMA</em>, 24(20), 2058–2068.</td>
<td>They assess the effect of CON on measures of volume and of quality. They find: 1) No significant difference between CON and non-CON states in county-level procedures per 10,000 persons; 2) No significant difference between CON and non-CON states for hospital procedural volume; 3) No difference in hospital market share; 4) No difference in risk-adjusted 30-day postoperative mortality; 5) No difference in surgical site infection; and 6) No difference in readmission.</td>
</tr>
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<td>Ziino, C., Bala, A., &amp; Cheng, J. (2020). Does certificate-of-need status impact lumbar microdecompression reimbursement and utilization? A retrospective database review. <em>Current Orthopaedic Practice, 31</em>(1), 85–89. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1097/BCO.0000000000000828">doi</a>.</td>
<td>They examined the effect of CON in lumbar microdecompressions in both in-patient and out-patient settings, focusing on growth in utilization of the procedure over time and changes in reimbursement over time. These were simple comparisons, not regressions with controls. They find: 1) CON status did not affect overall reimbursement rates (“The ability of outpatient surgery to lower costs may, in fact, be more powerful than CON programs.”) and 2) Utilization of the procedure increased more in CON states than in non-CON states.</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Bailey, J., &amp; Lewin, E. (2021). Certificate of Need and Inpatient Psychiatric Services. <em>The Journal of Mental Health Policy and Economics, 24</em>(4), 117 –124.</td>
<td>They examine the effect of psychiatric service CONs. They find that psychiatric service CONs: 1) Reduce the number of psychiatric hospitals by 20%; 2) Reduce the likelihood that a hospital will accept Medicare by 5.35 percentage points; and 3) Reduce the number of psychiatric clients per capita by 56%.</td>
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<td>They examine the effect of medical imaging CONs on medical imaging providers. They find: 1) CON laws are associated with 20 to 33% fewer providers; 2) Residents of CON states are 3.4 to 5.3 percentage points more likely to travel out of state to obtain these services; and 3) CON laws are associated with 27 to 53% fewer scans by nonhospital providers per beneficiary; 4) CON laws are associated with 23 to 70% fewer scans by new hospitals; and 5) CON laws are associated with 6 to 21% more scans by older hospitals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Herb, J. N., et al. (2021). Travel time to radiation oncology facilities in the United States and the influence of certificate of need policies. <em>International Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology Physics, 109</em>(2), 344–351. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.08.059">doi</a>.</td>
<td>They measure the effect of CON on travel time to radiation oncology facilities, breaking down the effect by region. They find CON: 1) Has no association with prolonged travel in the West; 2) Is associated with lower odds of prolonged travel in both urban and rural tracts in the South; and 3) Is associated with increased odds of prolonged travel in both urban and rural tracts in the Midwest and Northeast.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Mitchell, M., &amp; Stratmann, T. (2021). The Economics of a Bed Shortage: Certificate-of-Need Regulation and Hospital Bed Utilization during the COVID-19 Pandemic. <em>Journal of Risk and Financial Management, 15</em>(1), 10. <a href="https://doi.org/10.3390/jrfm15010010">doi</a>.</td>
<td>They examine the effect of bed CON on statewide bed utilization rates and on individual hospital shortages. They find: 1) States that require CONs for beds had 12% higher bed utilization rates; 2) Those states had 58% more days with more than 70% of their beds in use; 3) Hospitals in these states were 27% more likely to run out of beds; and 4) States that relaxed these rules for COVID saw no difference in utilization rates or shortages.</td>
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<td>Schultz, O. A., Shi, L., &amp; Lee, M. (2021). Assessing the Efficacy of Certificate of Need Laws Through Total Joint Arthroplasty. <em>The Journal for Healthcare Quality</em>, 43(1), e1–e7. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1097/JHQ.0000000000000286.">https://doi.org/10.1097/JHQ.0000000000000286.</a></td>
<td>They examined the effect of CON on total knee (TKA), hip (THA), and shoulder arthroplasty (TSA), finding: 1) TKA and TSA costs were higher in CON states than in non-CON states (and these results were statistically significant); 2) THA costs were lower in CON states but these results were not statistically significant; 3) CON is associated with a lower volume of TKA and TSA procedures, though it was not statistically significant for THA; and 4) CON has no statistically significant effect on complications (deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Ziino, C., Bala, A., &amp; Cheng, I. (2021). Utilization and Reimbursement Trends Based on Certificate of Need in Single-Level Cervical Discectomy. <em>Journal of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons</em>, 29(10), e518-e522.</td>
<td>They study inpatient cervical discectomy in CON and non-CON states in inpatient and outpatient settings. It appears that they did not use any controls, however. Regarding reimbursements, they find: 1) In the inpatient setting, reimbursement was lower in non-CON states ($1,128.40) than in the CON states ($1,223.56), but reimbursements in the CON states were falling faster over time; 2) In the outpatient setting reimbursement was higher in non-CON states ($4,237.01) than in CON states ($3,859.31) and reimbursements were growing in non-CON states but falling in the CON states. Regarding access: 3) In the inpatient setting, there were more patients in the CON setting than in the non-CON setting (657 compared with 231) and utilization of the procedure was growing faster in CON than in non-CON states but this does not appear to control for the larger population of CON states than non-CON states; and 4) Similarly, in the outpatient setting, there were more patients in the CON setting than in the non-CON setting (435 compared with 257) and utilization of the procedure was growing faster in CON than in non-CON states (again this does not appear to control for the larger population of CON states than non-CON states).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Bailey, J. B., Lu, T., &amp; Vogt, P. (2022). Certificate-of-need laws and substance use treatment. <em>Substance Abuse Treatment Prevention and Policy</em>, 17, 38. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1186/s13011-022-00469-z.">https://doi.org/10.1186/s13011-022-00469-z.</a></td>
<td>They measure how CON affects the number of substance abuse facilities and beds per capita in a state, and the effect of CON on the forms of payment that treatment facilities accept. They find that CON reduces the acceptance of private insurance but has no statistically significant effect on the number of facilities, beds, or clients and no significant effect on the acceptance of Medicare or Medicaid.</td>
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<td>He studies the effect of CON on nine measures of hospital quality: 1) Death among surgical inpatients with serious treatable complications; 2) Postoperative pulmonary embolism or deep vein thrombosis; 3) Percent of patients giving their hospital a 9 or 10 overall rating; 4) Pneumonia readmission rate; 5) Pneumonia mortality rate; 6) Heart failure readmission rate; 7) Heart failure mortality rate; 8) Heart attack readmission rate; and 9) Heart attack mortality rate. Hospitals in CON states performed worse than those in non-Congress states in eight of the nine categories, the exception being postoperative pulmonary embolism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Gaines, A. G., &amp; Cagle, J. G. (2023). Associations Between Certificate of Need Policies and Hospice Quality Outcomes. <em>American Journal of Hospice and Palliative Medicine</em>, 10499091231180613. Advance online publication. <a href="https://doi.org/10.1177/10499091231180613">https://doi.org/10.1177/10499091231180613</a>.</td>
<td>They study the effects of CON laws in a cross-sectional analysis of hospice quality outcomes using the hospice item set metric (HIS) developed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Controlling for ownership and size, they find hospice CON states had higher HIS ratings than those from non-CON states along four dimensions: 1) Beliefs and values addressed ($\beta = .05$, $P = .009$); 2) Pain assessment ($\beta = .05$, $P = .009$); 3) Dyspnea treatment ($\beta = .08$, $P &lt; .001$); and 4) The composite measure ($\beta = .09$, $P &lt; .001$). They also find that along four additional measures the differences were statistically insignificant ($P &gt; .05$): 1) Treatment preferences; 2) Pain screening; 3) Dyspnea screening; and 4) Opioid bowel treatment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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